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NY TIMES BESTSELLEREat the World’  and Start Dropping Pounds Today!Discover a large number of
shocking food truths to greatly help flatten your belly fast— HIGH BLOOD Glucose!   NBC News health and
wellness contributor Dave Zinczenko, writer of the multimillion-duplicate bestselling Eat This, Not really
That! series, blows the lid off the bizarre, unnecessary, and shocking ingredients in many common brands,
and shows you how making smart choices about the foods you love—including burgers, pizza, and
chocolate—”   Learn how you can EAT IT! to greatly help .—Mehmet Oz, M.s Poultry and Spinach Salad has
as many calories as 6 Klondike Bars!, better living starts at this time! WEIGHT GAIN!     Good news: A
similar salad at another cafe will save you more than 1,200 calories! IHOP’ Defeat IT! “”   Defeat IT!and
get you in relation to better health!s investigations into the truth regarding our meals make him one of the
top nutrition specialists in America.s oatmeal on the market with as much sugar per serving seeing that 13
Hershey’s Kisses? Modification your breakfast order and start acquiring control of your blood sugar levels
today!s inside our food, so grab a fork and begin indulging your way back to health along with his
information.D. BEAT IT!Praise for Eat It to Beat It!s Most Delicious Foods— MOODINESS!David
Zinczenko provocatively exposes what’   Some dark chocolate brands contain polyphenols, the near-
magical nutrition that improve learning and memory space, boost mood, and lower stress levels.— .Travis
Stork, M.   “Dave Zinczenko’ Can you believe there’ Eat It to Beat It! is an essential guidebook for anyone
with an appetite for taking in and living well.will help you lose weight, drop blood circulation pressure,
boost your disease fighting capability, and more. .D. With Eat It to Beat It!, co-host, The Doctors
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You make losing weight so easy by giving us an easy to check out food roadmap We gave this a 5 star
ranking because he provided a very clear and succinct food road map to follow but still eat delicious foods. I
adored EAT THIS NOT THAT which book is even better. The information is quite helpful. Wish he'd do an
app on eat it greatest and his consume this not that series ESSENTIAL Read! I avoid fast food no matter
what, so only 1/3 of the publication had information I possibly could use. just ok this book had not been
what I thought.He also displays pictures of items that are the total "best" and in his various other books he
selected various other products. It's just ok. Easy Publication to Read. Make Up Your Mind David
Zinczenko I really enjoy David Zinczenko's "Eat This Not That" and "Cook This Not That" books so I was
looking towards Eat It To Defeat It. In the book the author shares here is how to eat the right foods to
combat medical issues like high blood pressure and diabetes. I would suggest this audiobook to anyone
interested in healthful eating. The issue - David changes his brain about what is healthful and what's not
from book to book. After reading this book, you'll want to stay from many of the poor offenders. There is an
EAT THIS label on the picture of the essential olive oil mayo in the supermarket instruction. He explains
what a few of the substances and additives are in the different foods and brands (some are absolutely
disgusting), and lists the very best ones to get, so we can cut down on bad fats and extreme amounts of
sugars and sodium. Good read for those who prefer to eat out since it describes what is definitely for the
reason that food and a better alternative.I have purchased several of these books for close friends. It mainly
compares food brands, restaurant foods in comparison to other restaurant foods, fast foods. Furthermore,he
confuses the issue by using specific brands that are "best" in one book, and using another one of the same
brands products as "worst" in this publication to illustrate the same type of food. It has some very nice
information! Plus some of the "best" products are hard to find at regular supermarkets. Great examine! I
received the audiobook free of charge from Penguin Random House, just because they periodically hand out
books. They have preserved me many a calorie while taking pleasure in delicious food. And I really like the
idea in this reserve but he and his writers and editors have to get it jointly so it is consistently clear in what
you should and really should not really eat from reserve to book. Dropped a few pounds the 1st month
without really trying. Great! While all the information is important, it isn't as I anticipated it would be. I
thought there will be more quality recipes.It reads like and owners manual for the body. You'll be shocked
that even junk food restaurants and snack companies sell good tasting products, that are believed healthy. On
my next trip to the supermarket, I got no idea which mayo to select!Highly recommend Title is misleading."
I actually thought it provided good information in a humorous manner 4 1/2 stars I listened to the audiobook
version of the book. Really easy to learn well written for us layman. ell worthy of the money! A MUST This
book changed the complete way I look at food. There is absolutely no excuse for such glaring errors. Simply
watching lables and picking the easiest foods is practical, I dont understand why this got me such a long
time to figure out. Another helpful book As always,Zinczenko comes through with great guidance. The two
star rating is basically because the book name is misleading.I only gave it 4 stars because it leans heavy on
fast food rather than so much on meals you can purchase from the grocery store. I cannot say I adhere 100%,
but I've a clearer picture of the food I'm feeding on and it allows me to balance things better. The author
compares foods served in restaurants and foods marketed in grocery stores so we as consumers could make
the healthiest options. It really is an ingredient in several recipes in his additional books.In his supermarket
guide and several cook books David tells you that olive oil mayo is best. This books helps it be so easy..
Would reccommend to anyone looking to reduce pounds and stomach fat. Thank you. great advice love the
info provided, but unfortunately all of us don't have most of the restaurants in this area! Five Stars Another
great Eat It reserve. I thought I was buying a reserve dedicated to the problem of belly fat. It has some great
information! Great read for those who like to ... Yes ingredients will change within the merchandise but if he
could adhere to the same products as "best" from book to book and suggest other great ones it would be less
confusing after that continuously changing it. BUT instantly in his new reserve essential olive oil mayo



(which I have been buying predicated on his suggestion) is a bad for you Franken meals and full unwanted
fat mayo ought to be eaten instead.As mentioned earlier, I love David's, "Cook This Not That" books and
recommend them. Flower The book is okay. Follow the rules and it really works I followed the guidelines in
this easy to read book, and lost 10 pounds in 2 months as well as lowering my cholesterol back again to
normal range. Good Information but heavy on fast food choices This book offers some good information on
switches to make, and I was shocked at a number of the choices I thought were healthy but were actually
not! Good info Good info Love these reserve series and so do my kids Love these publication series
therefore do my kids. I found this book to be very enlightening. My kids love looking for foods they are able
to try to chat me into because "It's on the healthful side or the page! While the book has a lot of good
information and valuable nutrition advice, presently there is quite little devoted to the problem of belly fat
specifically. Also though a number of the quality recipes are repeated in several of the books (plus they must
not be) I still like them. My opinion was not influenced by their generosity. This book was a quick listen. I
thought it provided good information in a humorous way. It went out of it's way to make it apparent that any
options on what I ate were mine to make and that the key to eating well is to do everything in moderation.
The narrator, the writer, had a clear voice and presented the information in an easy to understand way.I love
the format of the book, the color photos and the concept.
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